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If the shape of the structure and the factor r can be
made auch that the variation of the pattern and imped
ance over one period i8 small. then this will hold true
for all ~riods. the reault being an extremely broadband
antezmli:" For finite structures, it has been found that
since the end effect is negligible. wrde bandwidths are
readllyobtalned.

The two halvesof the antenna are fed at the veencea
either with a balanced two-wire line or with a coaxial
line running up one half of the structure with the outer
conductor bonded to the structure. For the structure of
figure ta, it is found that the lower and higher frequency
limits are obtained when the longest and shortest teeth
respectively are approximately 1/4 wavelength long.
By probing the structure, it is found that the currents
on the structure die off quite rapidly after progressing
past the region where a tooth 1/4 wavelength long is
positioned, ThiB accounts for the negligible end effect.
This antenna has a horizontally polarized bidirectional
pattern With approximately equal and constant principal
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or logarithmic splral~l!)iW3~ewld§P:PillJi{llency
Independent bandwidth of better than 10 to l.

'ReferriIl.g to figure 1. the geometry of logarith
mically pertodtc antenna structures Is defined. so that
the pattern and impedance repeat periodically with the
logarithm of the frequency. For planar structures, this
Is accomplished hy defining their shape such that e
equals 'a periodic function of In r where r and eere the
polar coordinates in the plane. Then if In ,. is the pertod
of In r) the operation of a structure of infinite extent
would be the same _for arty two frequencies r-alated by .
sOInf integral power of -r , For the simple structure in
figure 1a:

The only other lmown claaa of frequency indepen
dent antennas iB the angular antenna described by
V. H. Rumaey.2 Common examples are the dtscone,
biconical. and bow-tie antennas which have bandwidths
of approximately 2 or 3 to 1 for which the pattern is
essentially independent of frequency. The so-called
"end effect" limits the bandwidth of these antennas. An
example of a recent type of angular antenna which
apparently has negligible "end effect" is the equiangular

Summary

Research en new type. of broadband logarithmically
periodic satenna structures is reported. The antennas
have pattern and impedance characteristics which are
essentially independent of frequency over theoretically
unlimited handwidths. Bandwidths of ten to one are
readily achieved in practice. Structures are described
which provide linearly polarized omntdirecttonal,bidirec
tional and unidirectional patterns as well as circularly
polarized bidirectional and unidirectional patterns,

Introduction
The subject of this paper is a class of antennas.

called logarithmically periodic antenna structures, for
which'the pattern and impedance are essentially inde
pendent of frequency over theoretically unlimited band
widths. Research on one particular type of these struc
tures which provided a Unearly polarized bidirectional
beam was previously .repcrted.k Stnee that time, various
types of-these structures have been discovered which
proVide linearly polar-ised unldirectional and omnidirec
tional patterns as well as circularly polarized unidirec
tional patterns. The proven versatllity and wide hand
width of these structures leads to the conclusion that the
applications are practically unlimited. Obvious applica
tions are to high-frequency and ECM antennas as well as
to primary feede for reflector and lens-type antennas,

7""R;t,
o: "i;
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Fig. -1 Par-ametera and 'coordinate system. for circular-tooth structures.
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60' and 90' and a front-to-back ratio on the order of 10
to 15 db were obtained. It was found that the character
istic impedance .f the structure decreased as the angle
'-J; was decreased, but that the VSWR referred to this
cDaracteristic impedance increased rather rapidly to
3.5:1 for'" = 30'.

A great number of logarithmically periodic antenna
configurations are possible.· .The investigation reported
in this paper- was conducted to study Impedance; pattern,
and polarization characterisUcsoI a: variety of struc
tures. Another objective of the Investlgationwas to de
vise pract>cal forms of this type of antenna. Since large,
circular tooth structures would be difficult to construct,
the posslblllty of simpllfylng this basic structure by
straightening the teeth and by making wire approxima
tions of the teeth was investigated and is reported In the
following sections. ,

Trapezoidal Tooth Sheet Structures

Figure 2 shows a sketch or a general trapezoidal
tooth structure and gives a definition of tbe coordinate
system and various parameters that will be.used
throughout this paper to describe the various structures.
Figure 3 Is a photograph of a printed clrcult beard form
of this type of structure which wee used for theexper- "
imenta11nvest1gation. By comparing aatructure cut
from sheet metal in a conventional way to an identical
structure etched on tenon dielectric printed ctroutt
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Fig. 2 Pnramoter and coordtnate system for trapozotdal .. tooth structures.

As illustrated In figure Ib, D. E. Isbe1l4 found that
by bending the curved tooth structure about a horizontal
axis, a unidirectional pattern pointing in the direction
of the positive y axis could be obtained. Some control
of the principal plane beamwidths and front-to-back
ratio was obtained by varying the parameters a, 13 J tJ; •
and r, Typical Be-plane and He-plane beamwldths of

.' ".plane beamWidths over a frequency band of 10 "to lor
more .and has a constant input impedance of approx
imately 170 ohms. The axes ofthe Iobes are perpen
dicular to the plane of the structure. It was originally
believed that it w.as necessary to make these structures
Identical to their complement In order to obtain a fre-

'J quency independent input impedance. HoweverJ the
results reported In this paper demonstrate that this
equf-complementary condition is sufficient but not al
ways necessary. Several frequency independent an
tennas-will be introduced where the deviation from the

. equf-complementary condition is quite severe.

The fact that the electrical c!W.racterlstlcs of log
arithmically periodic structures repeat every period
greatly simplifies the experrmental investigation of-
them because it is only necessary to measure these
characteristics over a half or single period in most
cases. The operation over other periods may be readily
predicted provided the end effect is negligible and that
all dimensions are made proportional to their distance
from the vertex. .

j
I
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H-PLANE
9.90·

1-1700

1-1900

a. .90·

JJ .15~

r -.5

1J( =180"

1-1500

E-PLANE
~-90'

JS = 15- for the other, T::: 0.5, and Rj , the perpendic
ular distance from the vertex of one-half the structure
to the longest element, is 12.75 em. Patterns were
taken over about a two to ODe frequency range (900 to
2'100 me). Figure 4 shows typical patterns for this type
of structure. In general, both structures gave essen
tially frequency independent, linearly polarized, bidi
rectional patterns. Over the frequency range stated
above. the E-plane (pattern in the xy plane of figure tb)
half-power beamwidth varied from 65- to 80 0 with an
a.verage bearnwtdrh of 71·, and the H-plane (pattern in
the y~ plane of figure tb) half-power beamwldth varied
from 60· to 69'" with an average beamwtdth of 62". Of
the two antennas tested, the one having the narrower
center- section (f3 =:. 15j demonstrated slightly less
variation of beamwidth with frequency.

Fig. 4 Patterns for planar trapezoidal-tooth struc
ture.

Patterns were taken for a nonplanar structure with
If; = 60- over a 5: 1 frequency range. Typical patterns
are shown in figure 5. The E-plane patterns were uni
directional with beamwtdths that varied fr-om 60" to 75"
with an average beamwldth of 65'" and the H-plane patterns
had beamwtdtha that varied from 80" to 110<1 with an
average beamwidth of 85". The Ircnt-to-back ratio, due
to the cross polarization E8' had an average value of
about 9 db; the front-eo-back ratio. due to the major
polar-lzatlon E¢. had an average value of about 13 db.
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Fig. 3 A printed, nonplanar , trapezoidal-tooth struc
ture bent" about the X axis.

board. 'it was found that the printed circuit board mod
els could be used up to about 3000 me without the pres
ence of the dielectric becoming too, objectionable. As a
point of interest, the undesired metal can be removed
either by an etching process or .by cutting around the
outline of the structure with. a sharp instrument and
then peellng the metal away. Two models of planar
structures (with.p =:: 180°) were constructed with the
following parameters: a = 90", j3 =30· for one and

,~- '
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Fig. 6 A printed, nonplanar, trapezoidal- tooth
structure bent sheut the Z axle.

180

120

90

60

TABLE 2: VARIATION OF Zo AND VSWR WITH
VARIOUS x ANGLES FOR A PRINTED,

TRAPEZOIDAL TOOTH STRUCTURE

!..Angle !ll VSWR (Referred to Zo)

Typical patterns for X = 90' are shown in figure 7. In
general, the patterne varied considerably with frequency.

H-PLANE
9.90·

VSWR (Referred to Zo)

1.4

1.6

t-1200

IX. _90·

15 _300

1 0.5

lJ( ·60~

105

Zo

170

60

180

'It Angle

Table 1 shows how the impedance of this particular
structure compared with the corresponding planar struc
ture. The input impedance Zo was reduced from 170
ohms to about 105 ohms and the VSWR's referred to
their respective input impedances were about the same.
Thus, the impedance characteristic of a nonplanar
trapezoidal tooth structure Is considerably better than
that of a curved tooth structure.

TABLE 1: VARIATION OF Zo AND VSWR WITH
'It ANGLE FOR A PRINTED, TRAPEZOIDAL

, TOOTH STRUCTURE

Fig. 5 Patterns for nonplanar (bent about horizontal
axis) trapezoidal-tooth structure.
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Another possible nonplanar structure Is where the
original planar structure Is bent about Its vertical axis
to an Included acute angle X. A structure of this type
Is ahown In figure 6. Patterns and impedance were
measured for a variation In X from 180' to 60' In 30'

.. steps•. It was found that the E-plane patterns showed
'S definite tendency toward varying from bidirectional
at X c 180' to omntdtreottonal at X; 60'; the H-plane
patterns remained bidirectional over the same range.

.----- -- ---------
·... ':i .,
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(a) With Tapered Elements

Fig. 8 Planar, printed, wire-like, circular-locth
structure.

Nonplanar. Wire, Trapezoidal Tooth Structure

In general, the patterns for tte two cases were very
similar. In both cases, the patterns were esaenttally
independent of frequency, with the structure having
tapered elements being slightly less frequency sensitive.
The beamwtdths in both the above cases were slightly
Wider than the beamwtdth of the corresponding basic
circular tooth structure.

(b) With Uniform Elements

110 ohms for figure 8b as compared to 150 ohms for
figure Ba, As an interesting comparison, the imped
ance of a similar baste circular tooth structure was
about 150 ohms.

Since the circular tooth structures with only the
outline of the teeth being made of metal performed al
most as well as the basic circular tooth structure, this
technique was used in constructing the trapezoidal tooth
structures. In figures 9a and 9b are two typical types
of wire, nonplanar, trapezoidal tooth structures. The
only difference is that in figure 9a, the. ,8.' angle has
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H-PlANE
9=90·

'-1400

eX. -90·

tJ -30·

T -.5

X .90·

,hl600

Wire~_._~!ll"ved Tooth. Planar Structure

The approximation of aheet atr-ucturea with wire
structures was first investigated for a circular tooth
structure. Two different approximations are shown
in figure 8·and as can be seen, all the metal was re
moved except for nar-row strips outlining the teeth.
A still closer observation will indicate that the hori
zontal metal strips in figure 8a vary in width propor
tional to the distance from the center of the structure
and the vertical members are triangular in shape.
This is necessary in order to make the structure log
arithmically periodic. Figure Sh Is a structure iden
tical to that of figure Sa. except that all members are
of unlform width.

Fig. 7 Patterns for nonplanar (bent about vertical
axis) trapezoidal-tooth structure.

The variation of impedance with the angle X was
rather interesting, as can be seen in table 2. The
average input Impedance Zo increased as the x angle
was decreased. This was just the reverse of the effect
that .the reduction in Yo produced.

Wire Structures

The average input impedance of the structure in
figure 8b was slightly lower than that in figure Sa,
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average H-plane beamwidth of 106- and an average
front-to-back ratio of 15 db.

. Table 3 shows how the beamwidth, gatn, and front
to-back ratio are functions of the parameters of the an
tenna for several structures. From the table, It can be
seen that both E-plane and He-plane beamwidths decrease
as the design ratio of T is increased. For example.
take I.j; = 45-. a » 60-; then as r was varied from 0.4
to 0.707, the E-plane beatnwtdth decreased from 86- to
64-, and the He-plane beamwldth decreased from 112- to
79-. It can then be concluded that if high gain is required,
a large design ratio is desirabie. It was found that the
spacing between two adjacent transverse elements should
not be greater than,O. 3 of the, length of the longer element.
Otherwise. the pattern starts breaking up. Also, from
the table it can be seen that the He-plane beamwidth in
creased'wtth a decrease in 1f; angle for' anyone design
ratio. while the Ec-plane pattern is essentially indepen
dent of the I.j; angle. Also, the front-to-back ratio, in
general, Increased with a decrease in I.j;, angle. The a
angle had a second-order effect on the beamwldth: with
an increase in ct. a decrease In Ecplane beamwldth and
an. increase in H-plane beamwidth resulted.

In using the information in table 3 to design an an
tenna with relatively high gain. high front-to-beck ratio,
Dot too great complexity (the number of elements in
creases as the design. r-atio tncreasesjv one must make
a compromise as to what par-ametere to choose. For
example, antenna number 14 has a = 60-, /3~= 0,
'" = 45", and r = 0.6. The gain is 6.5 db over a dipole

and the f~ont-to-back ratio is 15.8 db.

These pattern characteristics compare ·~ery favor
ably with those of a three-element Yagi antenna, Ad
mittedly, this type of structure is somewhat more com
plex to construct than a Yagi, insofar as the number of
elements required is greater. and it is necessary to. use
either a tapered coax line or a balanced open wire t;ans
mtsetcn line transformer in order to match the fmped
anceof the structure to conventional transmission lines.
It has, however, the added advantage of having

Fig. 10 A typical, wire, nonplanar, trapezoidal
tooth structure.

.'

been decreased to zero. Figure 10 is a photograph of
a typical model used in the investigation of this type
of structure. (In the photograph, the dielectric rod
between the halves of the antenna was used for support
only and is not part of the antennae}

A considerable' number of models of this type of
structure with various values of the parameters a, tj;,
and T were constructed and tested. In general, the
patterns of these structures were quite independent of
frequency, especially those .wtth the larger values of
T Variations of the beamwidth of only several per
cent over a'period of operation were common..

Fig. 9 Types of nonplanar, wire, trapezoidal-tooth structures.

{al

•

Figure 11 shows the patterns over a/half-period
for the antenna shown in figure 10. This particular
antenna had an average E-'plane beamwidth of 67-, an

-.I
I
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TABLE 3.

H-PLANE
6,,90·

a.. .. 75'" r e •5
IJ ,.0" If' -45"

l PATTERN TAKEN OVER i PERIOD.

2. DISTANCE FROM APEX TO LAST
ELEMENT 12.75 eM.

3. ELEMENT SIZE ~ .032 IN. (NO. 20 WIRE).

Fig.Il Patterns for a typical, wire, nonplanar, trapezoidal-tooth structure.

PATTERN CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS WIRE, TRAPEZOIDAL TOOTH STRUCTURES

AVE. HALf POWER 5EAM MAX.
PARAMETERS WIDTHS IN DB APPROX. SIDE L05E LEVELS

7' Y E PLANE H PLANE GAIN/DIPOLE IN DB IN DB

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 .

15

16

75 .4

75 .4

75 .4

60 .4

60 .4

60 .4

75 .5

75 .5

75 .5

60 .5

60 .5

60 .5

60 .6

60 .707

45 .707

30

45

60

30

45

60

30

45

60

30

45

60

45

45

45

74
72

73

85

86

87

66

67

68

70

71

71

67

64

66

155

\ 25

103

153

112

87

126

106

93

118

95

77

85

79

66
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3.5

4.5
5.3

3.0

4.2

5.3

4.9

5.6
•

6.1

4.9

5.8

6.7

6.5

7.0

7.7

12.4

11.4

8.6

12.0

. 8.6

7.0

17.0

14.9

12.75

17.7

14.0

. 9.9

15.8

15.8

12.3
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From the observed trends indicated in table 3, an
antenna with relatively high gain was designed. The
model was constructed as shown in figure 13..The pa
rameters for this particular model were a = 14.5°,
13 = 0, or = 0.85, y,= 29' and R1 = 60 em. In order to
make the vertical spacing between horizontal elements
of the same length of the two half-structures about
twice the length of the particular elements,y, was Bet
equal to 29-. R1 was chosen equal to 60 cm in order
to make the last element one half-wavelength long at
1000 me. The patterns for this structure are shown
In figure 14. The average Eeplnne beamwidth was 59';
the average H-plane beamwidth was 38°; and the front
to-beck ratio was about 18 db. The resulting gain of
this antenna then was slightly better than 10 db over a
dipole, and the patterns were extremely frequency

Fig. 13 A long (2A, at 1,000 me) nonplanar, wire,
trapezoidal- tooth structure. .

The impedance of the wire, trapezoidal tooth struc
ture (shown in figure 10) having the following parameters:
a = 75·, 13 := 0, 'T = 0.5, !/J = 45·, and Rl = 1-2.75 inches,
was measured over a sixteen to one frequency band
(250 to 4000 me). The Impedance was good from 350 me
to 4QOO me or an eleven to one frequency band. This
closely agrees with the previous definition of the low
frequency limit since the width of the structure at the
last element was 19.5 inches or a half wavelength at
304 me. he actual measurements showed that the in
put impedance Zo decreased slowly and uniformly from
about 150 ohms at 350 me to' about 75 ohms at the high
end of the range of measurements. This change in input
impedance is due to the modeling technique rather than
a fault of the antenna. The elements of this particular
model were of constant diameter (# 14 wire) and as the
frequency was increased, the length-to-diameter ratio
of the elements which were responsible for the radiation
decreased. As further proof that modeling was partially
responsible for this Zo change, the impedance of another
larger model, figure 12, where the elements had been
slightly tapered, was measured over a ten to one fre
quency range. Although the Zo of this structure also
decreased as the frequency increased, the change was
somewhat smaller. Thus, in order to obtain good fre
quency independence over a 10:1 bandwidth, it is nec
essary to model the structure accurately according to
the design principles.

Table 4 shows how the impedance varies with the lj;
angle for a typical wire, trapezoidal tooth structurE7"

'" Angle Zo VSWR (Referred to Zo)

60 120 1.4

45 110 1.45

30 105 1.5

7 65 1.8

TABLE 4. VARIATION OF AVERAGE IMPEDANCE
AND VSWR WITH ojJ ANGLE FOR A TYPICAL,

WIRE, TRAPEZOIDAL TOOTH STRUCTURE

essentially frequency independent impedance and pattern
charactertatics over a ten to one or more bandwidth.

,

Fig. 12 Alarger model of a (low - frequency limit of
about 100 me) wire, nonplanar , trnpezoldal-,

" tooth structure.

The patterns of a larger antenna model, with the
above design parameters (see figure 12) were measured
over a ten to one frequency range (100 to 1000 me). A
slight increase in the heamwidths and a alight decrease
in the front-to-back ratio was observedat about 300 me.
This effect was investigated by taking patterns of the
structure and removing the elements one by one. It was
found that the elements whose lengths were about 1. 5 A

. were responsible for these pattern changes. Thus, Borne
end effect was noticeable for this structure at a fre
quency approximately three times the low frequency
limit of the antenna.
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The phase rotation phenomenon is a basic charac
teristic of these logarithmically periodic structures
and has been verified experimentally. It can best be
explamed in the following mariner: if one of these struc
tures is fed. and .If the .phase of the electric field re
ceived at a distant dipole (see figure 2) is measured
relative to the phase of current at the feed point of the
structure. the phase of the received signal will advance
360· as thee-trueture is shrunk through a period. Or.

Phase" Rotation Principle

figure 15. It has the same parameters as the trapezoi
dal tooth structure of figure 10. Figure 16 shows typical
patterns for this triangular tooth structure. In general,
the pattern characteristics are a slight improvement
over those of the trapezoidal tooth structure. The
average E-plane beamwfdth was 70Q as compared to
67°; the average H-plane beamwidth was 89u as com
pared to 106°; and the Iront-to-back z-attc was 14.4 db
as-compared to 14.9 db for the trapezoidal tooth struc
ture. The impedance for the triangular tooth struc
ture was slightly lower (100 ohms With a VSWR of
1. 5 over the frequency range compared) than that of
the trapezoidal tooth structure.

Another model of the triangular tooth structure
was constructed similar to antenna 14 in table 3
(a = 45', ;S = 0, T = 0.707 and 0 = 4S'). As be
fore, the He-plane beamwidth was slightly narrower,
the E-planebeamwidth was about the same, and the
front-to-back ratio was slightly greater than "that of
the similar trapezoidal tooth structure.

:;:/~

,.. ~
»->:

,_:.<-;.,..,,,," " ......"'"
::" ,,' ".

Fig. 15 A typical; wire, nonplanar-, triangular
tooth structure.

E-PLANE

H PLANE IN BEAM

H PLANE SPLIT BEAM

On the shorter structures, where the spacing be
tween the half-structure and the ground plane was small,
that is, much less than a half-wavelength, the effect of
the ground plane caused the impedance to rotate around
the center of a Smith. chart in a periodic manner, but at
a VSWR of five to eight, which is very undesirable.
However, this long structure had impedance character ...
tsties very similar to a structure in free space, with
the Zo being only one-half the 20 of an antenna in free
space. 'a'heactual Zo was 80 ohms with a VSWR of
1.1:1 over a period.

Fig. 14 Patterns for a long (2).. at 1,000 mc) non
planar. wire, trapezoidal-tooth structure.

Wire Triangular Tooth Structures

Another step toward simplifying the construction of
these logarithmically periodic structures was the trl:
angular tooth or tlZig-Zag"structure illustrated in
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independent. The He-plane split beam patterns of figure
14 were the result of turning one of the half-structures
over 180", i. e .• one half-structure is then the mere
Image of the other. The same effect could be had by
placing one of the half-structur-es over a gr-ound plane
at an angle 1/2 lj; to the ground plane. It can be seen
that the ground plane would divide the structure sym
metrically. The double lobes appear at about e 35'
from this plane of symmetry.



QmnidirectionaI Structuresa

This phenomenon is the factor which makes it
possible to achieve the omnidirectional and circularly
polarized logarltbmically periodic structures discussed
in the following sections. .

(b )

Often it is desirable to have a wide band antenna
that gives omnidirectional patterns. The most common
antenna to date that tends to meet such a requirement Is
the vertically polarized discone or biconical antenna.
However, pattern breakup limIts the bandwidth of these
antennas to 2 or 3 to 1. The desirability of de
signing a logarithmically periodic structure with omni
directional characteristics is readily apparent.

Since two dipoles arranged in a turnstile and fed
ninety degrees. out of phase give omnidirectional patterns,
!twas decided to arrange two planar, sheet metal struc-
tures (which have approximate. dipole patterns) in a
turnatlle as ahown In figure 17... Since the planar sheets
were actually soldered together Where they crossed, it
is obvious that the two sheet structures could not be
identical or the same result would occur as when feeding
two crossed dipoles in phase {a bidirectional pattern
with maximum lobes occurring at an angle of 45"). There
fore, one of the structures was made ,.lIN times the
size of the other (where N is the number of arms of the
structure) in order to obtain the 90" phasing.

An easy way to visualize such' a structure is to
imagine two CODes placed apex to apex on a common

In other words. if the frequency of the exciting signal is
increased by a period, and the phase Is measured at the
dipole while keeping the dipole at a constant electrical
distance from the periodic structure. the phase wHI be
delayed 360°, relative to the phase. of the feed current.
This characteristic is analagous to the pattern rotation
principle2 of angular structures.
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Fig. 17 Types of omnldlrcotlonal structures.
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Fig~ 16 Patterns for nonplanar-, wire, triangular
tooth structure.
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Fig. 19 Patterns for omnidir-ectional curved - tooth
structure;

or as frequency independent omnidirectional character
Isttcs as did the similar circular tooth structure. As a
comparison, the trapezoidal tooth structure was omni
directional within ±2.1db as compared to ±l. 5 db for
the circular tooth structure; and the He-plane, bidirec
ttonal patterns were on an average 550 as compared to
65°. The Impedance was 140 ohms and 100 ohms for the
trapezoidal and circular tooth structures, respectively.
Both had a normalized VSWR of 1. 2 to 1.

The only other type of sheet metal omnidirectional
structure tested was a three-armed circular tooth
structure (see figure 17b for a similar. trapezoidal tooth
structure). The structure was omnidirectional within
±3 db and the patterns were more frequency dependent
than the structure having four' arms. It appears that the
more arms a structure has (within reason), the more
omnidirectional it will be. . .

One wire, trapezoidal tooth, omnidirectional struc
ture was constructed and tested (see figure 20). The. E
plane patterns varied somewhat in. their omnidirectional
characteristics with frequency, but on an average, they
were omnidirectional within ±2.1 db; the He-plane patterns
were bidirectional with an average beamwidth of 6Q"'.The
input impedance was 135 ohms with a normalized VSWR
of 1. 3 to 1. In view of the relative simplicity, this
structure could be used as an hi antenna. The wire struc
ture could be easily strung up between four wooden poles.

Figure 18 ts a photograph of a circular tooth
structure constructed as stated above. The design
ratio 'T of this particular structure is 0.7. Of the
various structures constructed and tested, it -was
found that the structure with a design ratio of 0.5 had
the best pattern characteristics. Typical patterns of
this structure are shown in figure 19. The 9 --= 90·, ¢
variable patterns are omnidirectional within ±1. 5 db
over the frequency range of one period; the rf:= 90·, ,
e variable patterns are bidirectional and have an aver
age beamwidth of about 65·. The characteristic im
pedance was 100 ohmswith a normalized VSWR of 1. 2
101.

axla. Starting at the apex of each cone, an equiangular
sptral is placed on the slant side of the cone with the
axis of the spiral coinciding with the axis of the Cone.
The spiral on one cone Is made to rotate clockwise; the
.plral on the other cone 113 made to rotate oounterclook
wJseas the two cones are viewed simultaneously from
the point where thetrz-eapecttve apexes meet. Actually,
these spirals are the openings of grooves which become
progressively wider and deeper as they spiral away from
the apexes of the cones. The outlines of four arms of
a four-arm structure would be the lines of intersection
of the cones and two planes perpendicular to each other
and intersecting on the axis of the cones. When the
cone concept is used, it is possible to visualize a num
ber of different structures. Figure 17b is an example
of a structure with three arms.
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The trapezoidal tooth structure ehown fn figure
17a(a: = '90·, /3 = 30-, T = Oe 5) did not have as uniform

Fig.·18 A typical, four-armed, sheet, circular
tooth, omnidirectional structure.

A Hmfted investigation of the effect of varying the
Q' angle while holding jj fixed at 45 0 for a structure
having a design ratio of 0.7 (figure 18) was made. As
0: was reduced from 13S"to 115", the E-plane patterns
were unchanged while the He-plane beamwidth increased
slightly from 68- to 75°. When a was reduced to 95·,
the Es-plane pattern was omnidirectional within %3 db,
and the Heplane pattern beamwtdths were about 90-.
The impedance did not change appreciably as a: was
reduced,

, .



As.ca:n. be observed from the figure, one structure
Is .,.11' the size of the other. A very well-defined ctr
cularly polarized beam (at ¢ = 90·, e~ 90") Is obtained.
The enlarged view of the feed point shows that, in gen
eral, two adjacent quarter-structures are fed against
the remaining two quarter-structures i two and three are
being fed against four and one. The sense of the cir
cular polarization can be reversed by simply switching
the feed point, or by feeding three and four against one
and two.

Circularly Polarized Antennas

A limited investigation of circularly polarized,
unidirectional logarithmically periodic broadband struc
tuxes was performed. The most successful of the vari
ous techniques tried was that of taking the planar struc- ,
ture shown in figure 21 and placing the quarter-structures,
one on each slant Side of a pyramid. The angle between
opposite slant sides of the pyramid Is the y, angle of
the structure.

R, -12.75 eM;
«-45-
II ·0
7-.707
11'-180-

Four experimental patterns over approximately a
half-period are shown in figure 22. As can be seen, the
axial ratio r as measured on the beam axisvaried from
1.05 to 2 over this range. Since the patterns for the
linearly polarized components {ES and E ¢) are very
similar. it is expected that good circular polarization
is obtained over most of the beam.

I~
I R,
I
f

.Ffg, 20 A typical, four-armed, wire, trapezoldal
tooth, omnidirectional structure.

Unfortunately. it Is not possible to use one-half of
any of the above structures over a ground plane (and
fed against the ground plane) without having large varia
tions of pattern and impedame over a period of
frequency.

•

"

Fig.·21 Wiro, trnpezcldal-. tooth, circular - polar-Ized structure.
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'fig. 22 XlI plane patterns of circular - polarized
pyramidal structure.

Current Distribution Measurements

An attempt. was made to measure the magnitude and
phase of the currents flowing on the elemetts of a typical
nonplanar, wire, trapezoidal tooth structure. The cur
r~1'lt,P:J.strirutionwas very complex and the results were
not too conclusive. However, it was observed that, as
the magnitude of the currents was measured from the
vertex out toward the longer transverse elements, a
point of maximum current magnitude was reached. From
this pctnt,'. the magnitude of the current decreased to
more than 30 db below its value at the maximum point.
The transverse elements at this low current point were
much longer than a half wavelength of the operating
frequency. This tends to, demonstrate that end effects
are negligible on these structures, whicb must be the
case .for wide band operation. As would be expected,
the point of maximum current magnitude shifted toward
the vertex of the structure as the frequency was
increased.

Conclusions

Many types of logarithmically periodic antenna
structures have been built and tested. Most of those


